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Letter From the Editors

Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics Sponsorship*

It is with great pleasure that I announce that Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics has once again, for the 15th year, supported the publication of an issue of Immunohematology. This has been an ongoing practice since Volume 6, Number 4, 1990. The third issue (September) has become “The Ortho Issue” to the staff of Immunohematology and we would like to thank Ortho for its continuing dedication to the education and support of blood bankers around the world.

During my 26 years as editor of Immunohematology, I have always had great support and encouragement from the management and staff of Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics. I would personally like to express my gratitude for our many years of partnership and for the help they have always given over the years with articles, funds, and distribution of the journal. I hope that this partnership will continue with the new editors.

Delores Mallory
Outgoing Editor-in-Chief

Cindy Flickinger
Managing Editor

*Note: This letter should have been published in Volume 21, Number 3, 2005, the issue sponsored by Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics. Our sincere apologies.

Attention SBB and BB Students: You are eligible for a free 1-year subscription to Immunohematology. Ask your education supervisor to submit the name and complete address for each student and the inclusive dates of the training period to Immunohematology, P.O. Box 40325, Philadelphia, PA 19106.
Letter From the Editors

Thank You to Contributors to the 2005 Issues

The journal depends on readers, authors, editorial board, peer reviewers, and our Penn-Jersey staff. We wish we could thank all of you personally, but doing so is not practical. Instead, we thank each of you as members of an honored group.

First and foremost, we thank the authors for their reviews, scientific articles, case reports, book reviews, and letters to the editors that come not only from the United States but from many countries of the world. This has given the journal an international flavor.

Our editorial board is a prestigious one and we depend on them, not only for peer reviews, but for guidance in policy and suggestions for improvements. Special thanks go to our medical editors, who review every article for medical content, and to Christine Lomas-Francis, MSc, our technical editor, who reads every article for technical content. The current board is listed by name in the front of each issue of the journal.

Our peer reviewers did a wonderful job in 2005. In each December issue we list them by name with thanks to each.

James P. AuBuchon, MD
Theresa Boyd, MD
Tony S. Casina, MT(ASCP)SBB
Brian Curtis, MT(ASCP)SBB
Geoffrey Daniels, PhD
Richard Davey, MD
Brenda Grossman, MD
Gregory Halverson, MT(ASCP)SBB
Janis R. Hamilton, MT(ASCP)SBB
Teresa Harris, MT(ASCP)SBB
A. J. Hibbard, MD
Connie Howard, MT(ASCP)SBB
Sue Johnson, MT(ASCP)SBB
Cassandra Josephson, MD
Kathy Kaherl, MT(ASCP)SBB
Melanie Kennedy, MD
Cathy Litty, MD
Douglas Lublin, MD
Gary Moroff, PhD
Ruth Mougey, MT(ASCP)SBB
Joann Moulds, PhD
John J. Moulds, MT(ASCP)SBB
Marilyn K. Moulds, MT(ASCP)SBB
Theresa Nester, MD
Ambrose Ng, MD
Melissa Pessin-Minsley, MD
Lawrence D. Petz, MD
Joyce Poole, FIBMS
Mark Popovsky, MD
Vivien E. Powell, MSc, FIBMS
Dawn Rumsey, ART(CSLT)
Kathleen Sazama, MD, JD
Sue R. Shirey, MS
Ira Shulman, MD
Frank Stearns, PhD
Jill Storry, PhD, FIBMS
David Stroncek, MD
Marilyn Telen, MD
Phyllis Walker, MT(ASCP)SBB
Connie M. Westhoff, PhD

We also want to thank the office staff at Penn-Jersey, Marge Manigly and Judy Abrams, for their help in preparing the journal for press. They manage the manuscript submissions, keep up with subscriptions, and many other behind-the-scenes tasks. We also thank Lucy Oppenheim, our copy editor; and Paul Duquette, our electronic publisher.

Finally, thanks go to our readers, whose enthusiasm and interest in the journal make it all worthwhile.

Delores Mallory
Editor-in-Chief

Cindy Flickinger
Managing Editor